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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



There’s Something about Mary


The situation:


A friend of yours, Mary, was delighted when she won first prize in a competition on the back of a Mars Bar wrapper. She had won a trip to the planet Mars, using a new and exciting piece of technology – a Teletransporter. This remarkable machine, based in Brighton, is capable of converting a living being into a complex energy pattern, which is then sent to a target location and converted into matter by a sister machine at that location.


However, something went horribly wrong – the original Mary (Mary1) was supposed to disappear in Brighton and reappear in the sister machine on Mars, but she didn’t. At first, they thought that it hadn’t worked at all, but it became clear that a new version of Mary (Mary 2) had been created on Mars.


Mary1’s parents were very upset. They were horrified at the idea of a ‘roboMary’ out there somewhere. They believed that Mary2 could not possibly be classed as a real person, and they demand that she/it be captured and destroyed.


The government decide to set up a task force, of which you have been asked to be a member, to decide whether Mary2 is to be considered a person. If she is a person, then to destroy her would be murder. If not, then they can comply with the parents’ wishes. 


Phase 1


Come up with a list of questions to ask the team on Mars that will help to gather relevant information about Mary2. Examples of questions that have been rejected so far are:


• Is it/she intelligent?  
This question is too vague – how can we tell whether something is intelligent?


• Can it/she feel pain? 
Again this needs to be made more specific – how can we tell whether something feels pain?


		QUESTIONS



		





Phase 2


From these questions, decide on the properties/features that are necessary and/or sufficient conditions of being a person


Use this flowchart to help you decide, then try to work it out in your head:



























		Think Tank recommendations


We, the undersigned, believe the following properties are necessary and sufficient conditions of being a person. 


Necessary conditions


Sufficient conditions


(This is likely to be more than one property – jointly sufficient)

We recommend that the team on Mars are questioned and if it is found that Mary2 has the conditions listed as sufficient, then Mary2 is a person and her life should be respected.


              Signed: ……………………………………………………………………………………..


             





It is not a necessary condition of being a person





Can you think of any examples of a being who is a person but does not have this property?





YES





NO





                  YES





Is it possible to be a person without this property? Can you think of any examples of non-persons who have this property?





Can you think of examples of persons who only have this property?





YES





NO





NO





This is not a sufficient condition of being a person





This is a necessary condition of being a person.





This is a sufficient condition of being a person





NO
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Skill 8:  
ConCeptual thinking
this is one of the wider thinking skills, it makes us think in ways we might not usually think. here we 
challenge our brains to go beyond the surface of a definition or concept, by considering its properties, 
meaning and its relationship with other concepts. Challenging ourselves to think in this way makes us 
less likely to accept what we read and hear at face value – a useful skill in any context!


By teaching and assessing this skill, the aims and objectives are as follows:


               uSing mapS  
            and diagramS
    teach students how to use Venn  
 diagrams conceptually to explore 
similarities and differences.
 teach students how to use mind  
  mapping to explore connections  
    between different ideas.


  StudentS Should 
Be aBle to:


Come up with differences and 
similarities between two or more 
things, using a Venn diagram.
draw visual maps to show how 
different ideas connect up with 


each other .


                  eXampleS


       teachers should aim to: 
    expose students to a range of  
  examples with shared properties  
 and guide students in identifying 
commonalities between them.
 guide students in coming up with  
  examples and counter-examples  
   to clarify the meaning of a range  
       of concepts.


                    StudentS Should 
        Be aBle to:


look at more than one 
examples and spot properties 
that they share with each other. 
Come up with examples of 
your own that would fit with a 


particular meaning of a concept 
and think of examples that would 


show a different meaning.


                  deFinitionS
     teachers should aim to: 
  expose students to a range  
 of definitions in which certain 
conditions apply.
 guide students in deciding  
  whether a particular condition of  
      a definition is necessary or  
          sufficient.


  StudentS Should 
    Be aBle to:
tell whether a certain factor is 
a necessary or sufficient to its 
definition. 


             analogieS   


    teachers should aim to: 
  explain what is meant by the term 
‘analogy’ 


expose students to a range of  
 analogies.


  give students practice and  
      guidance in evaluating the strength   
          of an analogy by exploring its  
                  similarities and differences.


StudentS Should Be  
aBle to:


Spot when an analogy is being 
used.
list similarities and differences 
between two things being 
compared and make a judgement 


on whether an analogy is strong 
or weak. 


Skill 8: ConCeptual thinking 
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uSing mapS and diagramS
diagrams can be extremely helpful – they help us to organise our thoughts systematically so 
that we can see things more clearly.


the brain is very complex, and our thoughts are not always clearly ordered, so diagrams and 
maps are a useful tool to organise our thinking on paper. 


Venn diagrams come in handy when we are trying to explore the relationship between two 
ideas or two sources of information. have you ever heard the phrase ‘apples and oranges’? 
people say this when they believe that you have made a comparison between two things that 
aren’t really similar enough to be compared. let’s have a look:


So, our hazy, jumbled up thoughts about how apples compare to oranges, become organised 
and clear on paper in the form of a diagram. We can then see clearly whether or not apples and 
oranges are comparable. 


With concepts, this is useful when we are trying to clarify its meaning or definition, or if the 
reasoning in an argument depends upon the strength of a comparison (we’ll look at this later).


the Venn diagram technique also comes in handy when we are analysing evidence. imagine 
a situation where we have three people claiming to have encountered an alien on the beach 
in Bognor regis, for example. if we are to take these claims seriously, we need to find out what 
exactly people have seen, so we want to clarify any similarities and differences in the accounts. 
a Venn diagram with three circles to represent each witness might look like this:


each circle in a Venn diagram represents a certain concept or category – in this case apples 
and oranges. Where the circles overlap we write down the things that apples and oranges 
have in common e.g. they are both fruits. Where the apple circle is separate from the oranges 
circle we write down the things which apply to apples have/do/are but at do not apply to 
oranges e.g. they have a core, you can eat the skin etc. We then do the same for oranges in the 
separate section of the oranges circle. 


Apples Oranges


A B


C


purple head with orange hair


Fired lasers from toes


male


green head with  


blue hair


eats buffalos


Bald


transparent yellow
head


Body


tail Cockney  


accent


What we can now see is that person a, B and C all have very different memories as to the 
appearance of the alien’s head; person a and B both think it was tall; person B and C both think 
he spoke with a cockney accent. in fact, the only think that all three accounts have in common 
is that it was male. We can now start to hypothesise. Was this a drug related hallucination? Were 
there three different aliens on the beach in Bognor regis that day?  
does this alien have the power to change colour at will?
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either way, we have organised the available evidence in a way that makes analysis easier to do, 
thanks to a simple Venn diagram.


mind mapping or ‘concept mapping’ is a technique for organising our thoughts on paper. You 
may be familiar with this as a revision technique (if not, try it!) because it can help to trigger 
our memories about certain details. the basic principle of a mind map is to start with a key 
or central idea in the centre of a page, then draw out from it to make connections between 
details associated with that idea. this can really help when trying to clarify a concept- we 
start off by writing the concept in the centre of the page e.g. justice, then we draw lines from 
that to where we write the main ideas that stem from that concept e.g. punishment, wealth, 
fairness, equality. We then repeat the exercise with those ideas using lines to connect up any 
links and before you know it you have a complex web of ideas that provides a really useful 
source of information about the concept you started with. You can use pictures too, if that 
helps. 


there are lots of software packages that allow you to do this electronically, but good old pen 
and paper works well too. 


8.01 using Venn Diagrams to explore similarities and differences.ppt


the following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 8 pdf portfolio.
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this can be made easier using a Venn diagram to see where they overlap. the things that 
apply to all of the examples are called ‘common properties’. 


thinking up examples to get across what is meant by a particular word or idea can be a good 
starting point for a definition, as long as you can then work out their common properties to 
arrive at a good definition.


When trying to clarify the meaning of a concept, people often give examples instead of 
definitions, particularly when something is difficult to define. For example, if someone asked me 
‘What is honesty?’ i might struggle with a definition on the spot and give a couple of examples: 
‘honesty is when, for example, you tell someone the truth about how they look when they ask 
you. another example is when you own up to being undercharged in a shop’. 


Both of these examples tell us something different about honesty, but they don’t give us a clear 
definition.


Task: Consider the lists of examples given below. what does each list have in common?


 poppy liverpool Cheese tuna Birthday


 lily manchester potato Crab illness


 daisy durham pork mermaid apology


 rose Chester Cherry Jellyfish Birth


 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5


eXampleS
Task: 


(i) Consider how you might try to define these concepts, by coming up with as many 
examples as you can for each:


Fruit


Animal


Tree


Happiness


(ii) using your lists, try to come up with a definition for each concept


in this task, you probably found it much easier to come up with a reasonable definition after 
listing lots of examples. the real test of a definition, though, is to test it against every possible 
example to make sure that it applies. Sometimes, by doing this we find that our definition isn’t 
quite right. 


let’s take ‘fruit’, for example. You might have listed lots of fruits: apple, mango, strawberry, guava...


Your definition, then, might look something like this: a fruit is something that grows on a tree 
or bush. 


this definition fits with all the examples given above, so it seems to do the trick. however, we 
can come up with several examples of things that grow on trees or bushes that are not fruits 
e.g. leaves, nuts, and also examples of things that clearly are fruits but do not grow on trees 
or bushes e.g a pineapple (which grows as an individual plant) – these are called counter-
examples. 


8.02 Counter-examples printable worksheet.doc


8.03 Counter-examples answers.doc 


8.04 Easy Peasy Socrateasy.doc


the following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 8 pdf portfolio.
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We have seen how examples and counter examples can help us reach a sound definition of a 
concept.  another test of a definition is to look at its properties. For example, the properties of 
a cheese sandwich include: Bread, butter, Cheese.


We would be justified, then, in defining a cheese sandwich as ‘something made up of bread, 
butter and cheese’.


or would we? is this really a good definition?


a cheese toasty is also made up of bread, butter and cheese.


also, a cheese sandwich with no butter is still a cheese sandwich.


Two questions need to be asked:


1. Which of these three properties are essential properties of a cheese  
sandwich? min other words, what are the necessary conditions?


 Without the bread or the cheese, it could not be described as a cheese sandwich, so bread 
and cheese are necessary conditons of the definition


2. are any of these properties on their own enough to be described as a cheese sandwich? in 
other words, what are sufficient conditions?


 None of the properties would be enough on their own, but we could say that the bread and 
cheese together are sufficient conditions of the definition.


deFinitionS
this taboo activity will give you good practice at thinking of the properties of concepts. make a 
list of all the properties that people use when playing the game, and then decide which of them 
are necessary and which of them, individually or jointly, are sufficient:


this activity works best in groups, and will help you work out necessary and sufficient conditions 
of a definition.


8.05 Taboo cards.doc


8.06 There’s something about Mary.doc


the following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 8 pdf portfolio.
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analogieS


an analogy is a complex variety of comparison. a comparison is quite simple – it takes two 
things and suggests that they are similar in some way e.g. life is like a box of chocolates, 
because you never know what you’re going to get.


an analogy is more than just a comparison – it takes two situations that have something in 
common, and uses that to argue that what is true of one should also, therefore, be true of the 
other. here is an example


Trying to live life without any rules is like trying to play football without rules. They would both lead 
to chaos and people will get hurt.


this is an analogy (not just a simple comparison between life and football). We can see that the 
two situations being compared are:


A . Living life without rules   B. Playing football without rules


Because it is true to argue that B would lead to chaos/people getting hurt, the similarity 
between these two situations is being used to argue that a would also lead to chaos/people 
getting hurt. 


is this a good point?


it would only be a good analogy if the two situations are very similar. if there are more 
differences than similarities, or if the differences are more significant, then it would not work so 
well as an analogy. 


A
Living life 
without 


rules


B
Playing football 


without rules


8.07 Evaluating analogies.ppt


8.08 Analogy Evaluation template.doc


a Venn diagram is particularly useful in evaluating analogies:


the following support materials can be found within the 
Skill 8 pdf portfolio.
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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Taboo Cards


Cut out and distribute one per team. Without using any of the excluded words, each team needs to define their word. The aim of the game is for others to guess your team’s word in as few definitions as possible. 

		ORANGE


Excluded words:


· Fruit


· Colour


· Mobile Phone


· Holland


· Citrus




		HARRY POTTER

Excluded words:


· J.K. Rowling


·  Wizard


·  Hogwarts


·  Half-Blood Prince


·  Daniel Radcliffe






		TEACHER

Excluded words:


· Education

· School

· Lecturer

· College

· Instructor



		CREDIBILITY

Excluded words:


· Believable

· Trust

· Bias

· Vested Interest

· RAVEN





		GCSE

Excluded words:


· Exams

· Qualifications

· Years 10 & 11

· Grade

· AS & A Levels



		ART

Excluded words:


· Painting

· Culture

· Gallery

· Sculpture

· Design





		THINKING

Excluded words:


· Brain

· Mind

· Reasoning

· Ideas

· Wonder



		ADDICTION

Excluded words:


· Drugs

· Alcohol

· Obsession

· Can’t Stop

· Anonymous





		EUTHANASIA

Excluded words:


· Death

· Suicide

· Overdose

· Terminal Illness

· End



		JUSTICE

Excluded words:


· Fairness

· Legal

· Courts

· Magistrate

· Sentence
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Can You Tell What it is Yet?

For each of the definitions given below, decide whether the examples given are examples or counter-examples by putting a tick next to the examples and a cross next to the counter-examples. Then see if you can come up with a better definition (one that is counter-example resistant!)  Counter examples highlighted.

1. A fruit is something edible that grows on a tree or bush.

Tomato

Lemon

Cashew nut

Pineapple



A better definition of a fruit would be: 


....................................................................................................................................................


2. A superhero is a masked crime-fighter.

Batman

Superman

Catwoman

Ironman

A better definition of a superhero would be: 


....................................................................................................................................................


3. A dog is a four-legged animal that barks.

Border Collie

Labrador

Wolf


Newborn puppy



A better definition of a dog would be: 


....................................................................................................................................................


4. A mobile phone is something you can carry around wherever you go and use to communicate with people who are not with you.


Laptop

A mobile phone with no battery
Loudspeaker

Blackberry


A better definition of a mobile phone would be: 


....................................................................................................................................................
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Easy Peasy Socrateasy

Socrates was a famous philosopher in Ancient Greece. He was best known for his method of asking people to give definitions of important ideas like ‘justice’ or ‘courage’ and then coming up with counter-examples to contradict the definition given. 


This is your chance to write a philosophical masterpiece in the tradition of Socrates. Read the example below, follow the simple instructions as you go, and then get writing. 

Step 1 

The first thing to do is to choose an object or concept that you wish to analyse or define. For Socrates, these included beauty, wisdom, truth, love, knowledge, justice, courage and belief. Alternatively, you might want to look at things like happiness, perfection, friendship, loyalty or just a commonplace object, for example a pen. The initial question comes in the form ‘What is …?’


Socrates
What is a pen?


Step 2 

In response, one of the characters offers an initial definition; perhaps the first thing that comes to their mind, or a common-sense notion that they haven’t really thought through:


Stavros
A pen is something you write with.


Step 3  

Socrates then destroys the definition with a counter-example, an example of an object that blatantly is a member of the class being defined (in this case a pen) but which does not fulfil the definition:

Socrates
A fine definition. But tell me, Stavros, do you see this thing here. What’s this? (Socrates holds up a pen).


Stavros
What trick is this? It’s a pen of course.


Socrates
Could you please autograph my toga.

Stavros
Of course. (He tries to write with it.) I can’t use this – it’s empty.

Socrates
What’s empty?

Stavros
The pen.


Socrates
But that can’t be a pen.


Stavros
What do you mean?


Socrates
Well, a moment ago you said that a pen was something you write with. But as you can’t write with the thing you’re holding, it can’t be a pen. Therefore either your definition is wrong, or it literally isn’t a pen. Personally I think your definition is wrong. Do you agree?


Step 4 


The other characters, when they have been beaten at any stage of the argument tend to end up agreeing with Socrates in a very grovelling manner. 


Stavros
Yes, Socrates you are right.


Step 5  

Another character then proposes a better definition and the whole process is repeated again.

Kostantinos
I know the answer Socrates. Any object that did, does or will emit ink is a pen. 

Step 6 


Socrates challenges the new definition by asking a series of leading and distracting or seemingly irrelevant questions, to which his listener invariably agrees. Socrates’ flattery puts the listener at ease, making him more willing to give Socrates the replies he wants. Finally, Socrates springs the trap and shows that the speaker has contradicted what he originally said. 

Socrates
So everything that emits ink is a pen?

Kostantinos 
Yes, that’s right.

Socrates
And do you know of the animal that lives at the depths of the sea that has eight legs?


Kostantinos 
You mean an octopus.


Socrates
I do not know how I am going to win an argument against someone so clever, Kostantinos, but let me try! I don’t suppose you know how an octopus defends herself, for surely only a marine biologist would know that.


Kostantinos 
I do know that Socrates. It is by squirting ink into the face of the attacker.


Socrates
Once again I am impressed. Now would you say this ink was emitted?


Kostantinos 
Of course, for how else would you describe the escape of the liquid from her body?

Socrates
Now I’m sure you know the answer to my next question, unless you have had an accident and hurt your head.

Kostantinos 
I have not had an accident. So, what is your next question, for I am ready?

Socrates
Is an octopus a pen?


Kostantinos 
Obviously not.


Socrates
But it must be for it emits ink which is the definition of a pen. Unless of course your definition is wrong.


Kostantinos 
I think perhaps it is. But tell me, oh wise Socrates, what do you think a pen is?


Socrates
I have no idea. (Socrates usually ended these dialogues claiming to be as ignorant as his companion!)

Step 7 


Remember to include in your dialogue a healthy dose of sarcasm and humour. 


Kostantinos 
Perhaps we could say that a pen is anything which emits ink that is not an octopus.


Socrates
I don’t think we’ll find that in the dictionary. Isn’t there a better definition?


With a partner, choose an object or concept you wish to define and using a series of examples and counter examples see whether you can produce a dialogue similar to the one here about the pen.


PAGE  
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How Effective is the Analogy?

		What exactly is being compared with what? 


Be precise!

		A. ………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………

B. ………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………





		What is the argument it is being used to support?

		







A.







B.


From this, list all the relevant similarities (the ones that relate to how the analogy) being used in the argument) in the table below:


		Similarities

		Differences



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		Similarities are more significant than differences?

		Yes / No





		SCORE

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10
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